We obtained high-resolution spectra and multicolor photometry of V1082 Sgr to study the donor star in this 20.8 hr orbital period binary, which is assumed to be a detached system. We measured the rotational velocity (v sin i = 26.5±2.0 km s −1 ), which, coupled with the constraints on the white dwarf mass from the X-ray spectroscopy, leads to the conclusion that the donor star barely fills 70% of its corresponding Roche lobe radius. It appears to be a slightly evolved K2-type star. This conclusion was further supported by a recently published distance to the binary system measured by the Gaia mission. At the same time, it becomes difficult to explain a very high (> 10 −9 M ⊙ yr −1 ) mass transfer and mass accretion rate in a detached binary via stellar wind and magnetic coupling.
INTRODUCTION
The term magnetic pre-polars was coined by Schwope et al. (2009) , when it was recognized that some magnetic white dwarfs (MWDs) are accreting matter from the secondary, an active late-type main-sequence star underfilling its gag@astro.unam.mx Roche lobe. The spectra of these systems show strong cyclotron harmonics in the form of wide humps superimposed on the WD+M-dwarf stellar continuum. Accretion onto the MWD primary is of the order of 10 −14 − 10 −13 M ⊙ yr −1 , comparable to what is expected from the wind of a chromospherically active companion star (Schwope et al. 2002) . Ferrario et al. (2015) listed 10 such systems, all of which contain M dwarfs as a donor star. It is natural to assume that there also should exist pre-polars with donor stars of earlier spectral types. It is not clear how justified the term pre-polars would be for wider systems with earlier-type companions. But let us assume that pre-polars are detached binaries consisting of a strongly MWD and any late-type zero-age main-sequence (or nearly so) magnetically active star, in which the magnetic fields are coupled, forcing synchronous rotation of the components and driving mass transfer. Observationally, pre-polars with earlier-type companions might manifest themselves differently than those containing an M dwarf. Tovmassian et al. (2016 Tovmassian et al. ( , 2017 proposed two candidates for pre-polars with early-K companions. One of them is V1082 Sgr, remarkable for its cyclical accretion activity and low-luminosity episodes during which the K star is the predominant source of light. V1082 Sgr is a prominent X-ray source. Bernardini et al. (2013) studied it with several available X-ray telescopes and concluded that it is a highly variable X-ray source with a spectrum matching those of magnetic cataclysmic variables (CVs). They identify a small X-ray-emitting region where the plasma has typical temperatures achieved in a magnetically confined accretion flow. Using the model of Suleimanov et al. (2005) , the mass of the magnetically accreting WD was estimated to be M wd = 0.64 ± 0.04 M ⊙ . From the derived WD mass and radius (8.3 × 10 8 cm), they deduced a mass accretion rate ofṀ= 2 − 4 × 10 −9 M ⊙ yr −1
for a distance of 730 pc and 1.15 kpc, respectively. We conducted high-resolution spectroscopy accompanied by parallel multiband photometry to define the parameters of the donor star and the binary as a whole. This study comes on the heels of observations of the object by the Kepler K2 mission. Results of 80 days long of continuous, time-resolved photometry of the object are analyzed by Tovmassian et al. (2018, hereafter Paper I ) . Relevant to this follow-up article is the detection of the orbital period in the K2 light curve. In V1082 Sgr, there are deep low states when the light curve appears to be dominated by the donor star. Paper I concludes that such a light curve cannot be produced by an ellipsoidally deformed star because it would create two dips per orbit, and hence the K star in this binary is not filling its Roche lobe. Instead, one dip per orbit has been observed, which was interpreted in Paper I as presence of a spot (cool, hot, or a combination of both) on the surface of the donor star.
In this paper, we approach the same problem from a different point of view to confirm that V1082 Sgr is indeed a detached binary. In Section 2, we describe our observations of V1082 Sgr and the corresponding data reduction. In Section 3 we present the analysis of a complex of absorption lines and the measurements of radial velocities (RVs). The deduction of rotational velocity is in Section 4 and the binary system parameters are presented in Section 5. In Section 6, we review the new information gathered from the emission-line profiles. We provide a discussion of the obtained results and their application in Section 7.
OBSERVATIONS
The high-resolution spectroscopic observations of V1082 Sgr were obtained using the echelle REOSC spectrograph (Levine & Chakarabarty 1995) at the 2.1 m telescope of the Observatorio Astronómico Nacional at San Pedro Mártir (OAN SPM) 1 , Mexico. The echelle spectrograph provides spectra covering the ∼3500-7105Å range with a spectral resolving power of R≈18,000. A total of 42 echelle spectra were obtained during 11 consecutive nights in 2017 July. A Th-Ar lamp was used for wavelength calibration. The spectra were reduced using the echelle package in iraf 2 . Standard procedures, including bias subtraction, cosmic-ray removal, and wavelength calibration were carried out using the corresponding tasks in iraf. The flux calibration is notoriously difficult with echelle spectra, which we did not attempt. We merged all orders after normalizing them to the continuum. In the overlapping regions, spectra were weighted according to their signal level, and the ends of the orders were apodized with a cosine bell to prevent discontinuities. These merged spectra were used for the spectral class and rotational velocity determination. There is a problem with the focus of the REOSC spectrograph, originally designed for photographic plates but now modified for a CCD camera that provides a larger field of view, and the focus deteriorates toward the ends of the spectral orders.
A number of K stars of different spectral and luminosity classes of known rotational velocities used routinely as standards (Fekel 1997) were observed along the object. HD 182488 was primarily used for rotational velocity measurements, together with HD 166620 for RV measurements. Several others of earlier and later spectral types, as well as luminosity class IV, were observed and used for spectral class determination. The log of observations is given in Table 1 .
Multicolor photometric observations were obtained with the Reionization and Transients InfraRed (RATIR), a simultaneous six-filter imaging camera (r, i, Z, Y, J and H bands), mounted on a Harold L. Johnson 1.5 m telescope at OAN (Butler et al. 2012; Watson et al. 2012) . It operates in robotic mode and is available in the absence of gamma ray burst alerts. We asked for sequences of multicolor exposures prior, during, and after the spectral observations. The telescope is not designed for prolonged monitoring or long exposures, and the guiding is very poor. Hence, the reduction of the data was very arduous and required one-by-one inspection of all images, a large fraction of which turned out to be worthless as a result of bad pointing or guiding. However, we could use the good data to produce decent light curves in the V , J and H bands, and get a good idea of the luminosity state of the object during spectroscopic observations. The images were processed using an automatic pipeline package for bias subtraction, flatfielding, and cosmic-ray removal. The reduction pipeline also permits sky subtraction when necessary and astrometric alignment of images. For the latter, astrometry.net software was used. After these preliminary steps, we measured the magnitudes of the object and of several similar and brighter comparison stars found in the field using the iraf task apphot within the daophot package. We used a circular aperture with 5.
′′ 5 radius for the object and comparison stars. The object magnitudes were then deter- mined in a differential photometry with comparison stars of known magnitudes. We checked the comparison stars against each other to ensure that none of them were variable and determined errors of measurements as a standard deviation.
ANALYSIS OF ABSORPTION LINES
The spectrum of V1082 Sgr shows absorption lines from the K donor star throughout the wavelength range covered by our data set. Often the continuum is contaminated by the accretion-fueled radiation taking place in this system, as well as by emission lines of hydrogen and helium. However, as was already mentioned above, V1082 Sgr undergoes low-state episodes, when the contribution of the donor star is overwhelming. There appear to be brief intervals when the accretion stops completely, exposing pure K-type spectrum in the optical range. Tovmassian et al. (2016) demonstrated examples of such spectra and suggested a K2 spectral class. In the new, high-resolution observations, we caught the system in the deep minimum, but it was too faint to get a good signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio spectrum with the echelle spectrograph. However, for the analysis of absorption lines and their profiles, the spectra obtained in a higher-luminosity state are fine, since absorption lines are better exposed on the background of the elevated continuum. In Figure 1 the spectral exposures are marked at the bottom of the light curve obtained by RATIR in near-IR filters. The brightness of the system constantly changes with the S/N at the continuum, reaching ∼ 20 in the single brightest spectra and about 2 in the faintest phase.
Spectral type and RVs
Measurements of RVs improved greatly compared to previously available data (Thorstensen et al. 2010; Tovmassian et al. 2016) .
We crosscorrelated the ranges of spectra containing multiple strong absorption features with reference spectra of standard stars. We used spectra of HD 182488 (K0 V), HD 166620(K2 V), which were observed with the same instrumental settings together with the object, and a synthetic spectrum of T eff = 5000 K taken from the bluered database (Bertone et al. 2008) . We refined the orbital period by analyzing the new RV measurements in combination with the previous data (Tovmassian et al. 2016 ) for a longer time base. We fitted the RV curve using only data from high-resolution observations by fixing the period obtained from a larger database. The differences in the results obtained using different templates are negligible. Formal errors of measurements are smaller by a factor of ∼ 2 in the case of the synthetic spectrum, Figure 2 . The RV curve of the donor star measured by cross-correlation with the synthetic spectrum. Systemic velocity is marked with a dotted line. The parameters of the average fit are presented in Table 2. although the residuals are similar for either case (only ∼ 10% smaller). The RV measurements are included in electronic tables accompanying the paper.
The results of all measurements are summed up in Fig. 2 and Table 2 . The parameters listed in the table are time of primary conjunction, center-of-mass velocity, velocity amplitude, orbital period, and standard deviation of residuals. The orbit was assumed to be circular. In order to produce a high-S/N spectrum of the donor star, we proceeded as follows. First, we corrected the Doppler displacement of each merged spectrum according to the measured RV of the absorption lines. Then, we estimated the light contribution of the donor star by comparing the spectral-line intensities with those of a standard star. More precisely, we calculated the multiplying factor minimizing the difference between the object spectrum and the scaled reference spectrum in four small selected spectral regions and then averaged the four values into a single scale factor for each spectrum. Typically, the scale factors range from 0.25 to 0.6 depending on the luminosity state of the object, as reflected in the light curve presented in Figure 1 .
Then the lines of the donor star were removed from each spectrum to measure the noise and identify deviant pixels to be removed. The individual spectra corrected for RV, after being scaled and cleaned, were combined to produce an average spectrum. In this calculation, we used optimal weights that were calculated from the scale factors and the measured noise.
We compared the combined averaged spectrum with reference spectra of different spectral types. We selected from the Simbad database 3 stars in the temperature range 4500-5500 K, with solar metallicity (0.0±0.1 dex), and surface gravity corresponding to main-sequence stars (log g = 4.3-4.6). Then, we downloaded from the ESO archive 4 high S/N (> 200) spectra of these objects taken with the HARPS spectrograph.
The selected stars are listed in Table 3 . Finally, we built spectral templates by combining some of these spectra and convolving them with an appropriate rotational profile (25 km s −1 ) and scaled by a factor of 0.5 in order to We looked for metallic lines that can be used for spectral-type classification in the spectral regions less contaminated by the companion. Fig. 3 shows the spectrum of V1082 Sgr in comparison with the reference spectra. Some V Ito-Fe I and Cr I-to-Fe I line ratios are sensitive to temperature. Another good indicator is the aspect of the λ4227 Ca I line. In all cases, the line ratios suggest a spectral type of K2 V (templates T4900 to T5250).
The surface of the donor is likely to have spots, similar to the chromospherically active stars (Berdyugina 2005) , so the temperature measurements vary with orbital phase (e.g. Watson et al. 2007) . It is clear from the spectrum that the donor star in V1082 Sgr is not a giant star, but whether the spectrum corresponds exactly to a normal-size main-sequence star or is slightly larger is hard to tell from the spectral features. We are inclined to identify the donor star of V1082 Sgr as K1 V-K2 V.
The high-resolution spectra thus confirm the results obtained previously by Tovmassian et al. (2016) , but make the classification more reliable.
ROTATION
The Kepler K2 mission 80 days of continuous photometry shows that the orbital period is present in the light curve during the low state (Paper I). The period appears as a smooth, nearly sinusoidal, single-humped wave during a deep minimum when the optical flux is produced predominantly by the K star. The observed light curve is interpreted as an evidence that the K star is not deformed by overflowing its Roche lobe but has a spot or spots on its surface, reflecting its rotational period. Since the rotation can be safely assumed to be synchronous, the projected rotational velocity can give information about the radius of the late-type stellar companion. In a first trial, we determine v sin i using the method developed by Díaz et al. (2011) , which allows us to deal with the line blending present in late-type stars. This technique reconstructs the rotational profile from the cross-correlation function of the object spectrum against a sharplined template and derives the rotational velocity from the first zero of the Fourier transform (FT) of the rotational profile. In these calculations, we adopted limb-darkening coefficients from Neilson & Lester (2013) .
Measuring the rotational velocity is a difficult task for this object. Several factors conspire against a reliable determination. Díaz et al. (2011) mentioned that the method works satisfactorily when the rotational broadening is larger than the instrumental profile (or other broadening effects) by a factor of 2.
In the present case, the rotational broadening (v sin i ≈ 27 km s −1 ) is relatively low in comparison to the spectral resolution (the FWHM of the instrumental profile is about 18-20 km s −1 ). On the other hand, the S/N ratio is modest The first zero of the FT corresponds to the rotational velocity (see Díaz et al. (2011) for details). The selected spectral regions are plotted in the bottom five panels. The FT power of each region is plotted with a corresponding color.
(∼ 20 for individual observations, ∼80 for the average spectrum), which is aggravated by the dilution of the spectral lines due to the light contribution of the companion.
Finally, the useful spectral regions are rather limited, since regions contaminated by the companion emission lines must be excluded, as well as those containing the strongest lines of the late-type star itself, since such line profiles are affected by pressure broadening. Some examples of the power spectra of the line profiles are shown in Fig. 4 .
We applied the mentioned technique to a few selected regions presented in the bottom part of Figure 4 . In the best three regions, we obtained v sin i = 27.7±1.0 km s −1 , 27.6± 2.5 km s −1 , and 26.3±1.5 km s −1 , while some other failed to define a reliable zero FT at all.
As a second strategy, we estimated v sin i by comparing the target spectrum with a template previously convolved with different rotational profiles. We used as a reference the observed spectrum of HD 182488, which was convolved with rotational profiles between 22 and 32 km s −1 . The comparison was done by crosscorrelating each spectrum against the original reference spectrum and measuring the FWHM of the central peak of the cross-correlation function. The rotation of reference star is below the spectral resolution and has a negligible contribution to the peak FWHM.
The main advantage of this method with respect to the former is that the contribution of the instrumental profile is less critical. Particularly, the mentioned problem of deficient focus over the CCD (variable instrumental profile along the spectrum) is largely mitigated by the fact that both object and reference spectra are taken under the same conditions and, therefore, are affected in the same way. Hence, we considered this strategy more reliable and applied it to 10 spectral regions ranging from 4250 to 6450Å. We used as a template the spectrum of HD 182448 (a sharp-lined K0V star) taken with the same instrument. It is probably slightly hotter than the object, and their chemical abundances do not match exactly. However, the very low v sin i = 0.6 km s −1 rotational velocity of the template and variety of lines used for measurements make it suitable for the task.
We also considered the effect of velocity smearing on our measurements as an outcome of relatively long exposure times (1200 s) used in observations. We convolved synthetic spectrum representing the intrinsic stellar spectrum (with v sin i = 26.5 km s −1 ) with boxy kernels of widths equal to the RV variation during the exposure time. We calculated the mean spectrum and measured the rotation with the same procedure as described in this section. The results showed that our measurement of v sin i would be about 0.3 km s −1 above the true value, that is, well below the uncertainties cited below.
The obtained values of v sin i average at 25.3± 2.4 km s −1 within small error spread. However, for three regions below λ4900Å, the values are slightly smaller and show tendency to decrease toward shorter wavelengths. The contribution of the donor star at shorter wavelengths drops rapidly when the object is not in deep minima, hence the measurements at the blue end of the spectra are less reliable. Excluding these three values, we obtain v sin i = 26.5 ± 1.4 km s −1 of a very stable subsample.
Considering the possible differences in the instrumental profile between the observations of the object and reference star, we adopted a value of 26.5±2.0 kms for the projected rotational velocity of the donor companion. Either method has its uncertainties and limitations, and probably the statistically derived error bars are underestimated, but matching results of independent measurements assure that the result is realistic.
STELLAR PARAMETERS
If we assume that the rotation of the K-type star (marked with subindex "d" for "donor") is synchronized with the orbital motion, the relative radius of this star can be written as
where q = M wd /M d is the mass ratio. On the other hand, according to Eggleton (1983) , the effective radius of the Roche lobe in units of the orbital semiaxis can be calculated through the expression
which is better that 1% for any value of the mass ratio 5 . From these two equations, we obtain the ratio between the stellar radius and the critical radius: The adopted solution is marked in Fig. 5 by a black dot. The full solution of the binary system parameters are summarized in Table 4 . The consigned uncertainties have been calculated taking into account the observational er-5 In the original formula by Eggleton, we have changed q to q −1 , since in his work, the mass ratio is M d /M wd . rors in P orb , v d sin i, M wd , and K d , and the error of M d which has been estimated from the spectral type (see Fig. 5 ). Thus, the donor fills only a fraction of its Roche lobe (about one-third of the corresponding volume), although it is significantly (∼70%) larger than a nonevolved main-sequence star of the same mass. In fact, the evolution of stars of such masses is so slow that this mass-radius relation can be explained only as the result of a nonstandard evolution.
Stellar parameters: Gaia Distance
While this paper was in the final stages of preparation, the second Gaia data release (Gaia DR2; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016) , which provides precise parallaxes for an unprecedented number of sources, became available. According to Gaia DR2, the distance to V1082 Sgr is 669 ± 13 pc. This allows us to impose direct and stringent limits on the size of the donor star. Using the faintest visual magnitude V=14.8, repeatedly recorded during deep minima in over 1500 days; interstellar reddening of E(B-V)=0.15 (Schlegel et al. 1998) , and T eff = 4930 K, a temperature corresponding to a K2-type star we obtain R d = 1.165 R ⊙ . If we take into account the uncertainty in temperature of up to 350 K, which is the largest factor affecting the luminosity, we obtain a range of values of the donor star R d = 1.03 − 1.34 R ⊙ , independent of the mass of the binary components. This range of values is marked in Fig. 5 as a horizontal strip within dash-dotteded green lines, with the central value exactly corresponding to what we deduced before the distance was known.
ANALYSIS OF EMISSION LINES
From the previous lower-resolution spectroscopy, it was known that the emission lines are single-peaked and fairly symmetric (Tovmassian et al. 2016 ). However, measuring emission lines in the low-resolution spectra as a single line has been producing RVs of low amplitude and a huge scatter of points that was not the result of measurement errors. The amplitudes and phases of different emission lines were vastly different too, indicating that the situation was not assessed correctly.
At higher resolution, the profiles of lines appear to be not as symmetric as was thought, and we made an attempt to discern them into two Figure 6 . Parameters of two components of emissionline He II marked by red squares and blue circles. The RVs are presented in the bottom panel, the FWHMs in the middle panel, and EWs in the top panel. Three iterations of the deblending procedure were made to find solutions that correspond to two components with strictly periodical RVs. The central wavelengths, FWHMs, and core intensities of these components were used to produce the profiles shown in Figure 7 . The horizontal dotted line in the top panel corresponds to zero. Points above that line are invalid and marked with crosses. Also marked with crosses are the points with extremely broad components, as can be seen in the middle panel.
components. The attempt was particularly successful in the case of the He II λ4685.75Å line, which is somewhat sharper than the Balmer lines. We first used the deblending option of the IRAF splot procedure to fit each profile with two Gaussians. For each spectrum, we obtained a pair of RV values corresponding to two components. By eye inspection, we selected one component per spectrum that appeared to belong to a sinusoidal pattern in the RV-vs-orbital phase diagram. It was not possible to identify the right component in every spectrum, but in more than half of the cases, the selected points Figure 7 . Examples of disentangling emission-line He II into two components, plotted by red and blue dotted lines. Black curves correspond to the sum of the two components, while the observed spectra are plotted in light violet. The vertical axes are in normalized counts, with a continuum corresponding to one unit. The numbers in each box indicate the orbital phase at which that spectrum was taken.
formed a clear pattern that could be fit with a sine curve with the orbital period. We calculated the central wavelength of that component for each spectrum and iterated the deblending procedure for all spectra, but this time keeping one component's central wavelength fixed and another as free. We also set the FWHMs of both Gaussians as free parameters. The measurements of the second component formed a periodic pattern too, reasonably well fitted with another sinusoid. Finally, we did a third iteration of deblending by fixing the central wavelengths of both components according to the calculated sinusoids and leaving the FWHM and intensities variable. We obtained excellent fits to the line profiles in most of the cases. In only in 10 spectra out of 38, the program could not find two emission components with reasonable parameters.
In order to separate emission lines into two components, we assumed that they move sinusoidally. We defined the most readily identifiable component and then refined the parameters of the other one. Of course, this is a very idealistic approach; the reality has to be much more complicated, because the gas streams producing emission lines have intrinsic velocities and directions not coinciding with the orbital motion.
The RV measurements of these two components are plotted against the orbital phases in the bottom panel of Figure 6 . The points correspond to the calculated central wavelengths that were fixed in the last deblending attempt; hence, they form a perfect sinusoids. The orbital phases are calculated according to the ephemeris determined by absorption spectra. In the middle panel of Figure 6 the FWHMs of both components are plotted. Most are very consistent with the general trend. Some strongly deviate, indicating problems usually related to the phases in which both components crisscross and become indistinguishable. In such a case, the program tends to pick a broad second component extending to the noise in the continuum or use an absorption component. Such cases appear as points above the dotted line corresponding to zero in the top panel of Figure 6 , which depicts the equivalent weights (EWs) of the components. Those points in the plot are marked by red crosses. Among them are also some points that have large FWHM, inconsistent with the average.
In Figure 7 examples of line profile fits are presented. We omitted orbital phases (marked by numbers in each panel) in which the lines were not split into two components correctly, with one component being in absorption. In the other case, one of the components is getting too wide, like in phases φ = 0.47 and 0.58, as a consequence of both of them getting too close and difficulty in separating them. Although the procedure of selecting components and fixing central wavelengths is somewhat arbitrary, the final result is encouraging. Both components show larger RV amplitudes than the entire line when measured with a single Gaussian.
The component marked in red color in Figures 6 and 7 maintains rather stable FWHM throughout all orbital phases. Neither component appears to vary strictly in antiphase from the absorption line. Neither it is expected to be related to the stellar elements of the binary. Invalid points constitute a quarter of all measurements and do not influence the general interpretation.
We assume that the emission lines are produced by the ionized gas between the stellar components. The lines practically disappear when the accretion is halted and the system is in a deep minimum. Hence, we do not have RV measurements for the first 3 nights, when the lines were faint or absent. After the accretion is reestablished, the disentangled components of the He II line act similar to polars, showing phase shifts and high velocities related to the stream intrinsic velocity rather than the orbital velocity. The brightness of the object varies significantly in very short timescales (Paper I), and the intensity of the lines changes accordingly.
In an attempt to better understand the components of the emission lines, we used Doppler tomography. The system has a rather small inclination for sensible tomograms to be made. Observed lines or their components of variable intensity and width make the reading of tomograms impossible. Hence, we made artificial lines of fixed FWHM and intensity with RVs and phases of the real components. The FWHM was fixed at 5 and 7.5Å for the lowerand higher-velocity components, respectively, according to their averages. We also added an artificial narrow (FWHM= 0.7Å absorption line emanating from the secondary to make the Doppler map more illustrative. Doppler maps of these three lines are presented in Figure 8 . The inclination angle and masses derived from observations and listed in Table 4 were used to plot the Roche lobes and star locations on the Doppler map.
The intensity of the lines is not irrelevant, but since there is no a well-established pattern of line intensity and FWHM change with the phase, we kept them constant in all cases. The artificial spectra were distributed unevenly by phases, according to observations. Hence, the spots on the map are not ideally round. One has to bear in mind that this image is simplistic and may not reflect all the complexity of ionized gas distribution in the binary.
The Doppler map illustrates where in the velocity coordinates the lines originate. The highvelocity emission component is concentrated in the third quadrant. It may correspond to the accretion curtain component observed in polars as described by Heerlein et al. (1999, see Figure  5 ). The ballistic component is obviously absent; instead, we have a lower-velocity component in the first quadrant, practically in between the stars. This component may originate in the gas flowing along the coupled magnetic lines (magnetic bottleneck). Parsons et al. (2013) detected similar line components (corresponding to the magnetic bottleneck) in a detached binary, but with an M-type donor star. The RV and phasing of the fainter of two components of H α that they observed indicate that it comes from gas located in between the stars.
To pinpoint the donor star on the tomogram, we use the simulated absorption line. The absorption line produces a spot in the tomogram corresponding to the center of mass of the K star.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We conducted high-resolution spectroscopy of V1082 Sgr, proposed to be one of two possible candidates for a pre-polar with an early-Ktype donor star (Tovmassian et al. 2017 ). This spectroscopic study was accompanied by a prior continuous, 80 day photometry of the object by the Kepler K2 mission. The results of the photometry are reported in a separate publication (Paper I). For a wholeness of argument, we must repeat the main conclusion of Paper I: the orbital modulation detected in the light curve of V1082 Sgr persists during the deep minima, when the donor star is the predominant source of light. It is argued that the variability is caused by spots on the surface (either hot, cold, or a combination of both). No double hump is detected in the light curve. Hence, it is concluded that the donor star is not ellipsoidal and that it rotates with the orbital period. By measuring the rotational velocity of the donor star, we can go a step further and estimate other important parameters of the binary system. These parameters are listed in Table 4 . According to them, the donor star occupies about 70% of its corresponding Roche lobe radius, nevertheless exceeding the main-sequence star size of similar temperature. This means that the donor star has probably departed from the zero-age main sequence.
These estimates and conclusions are based on the assumption that the WD in this detached binary accretes as a polar and has a rather average mass for a WD according to the spectrum of the X-ray emission.
While there is no direct evidence of an MWD, it is obvious that the donor star is magnetically active and has large spot(s) on its surface. A possible explanation of the mass transfer and accretion on the WD is the magnetic coupling, capture of the stellar wind from the donor star, and channeling (siphoning) of the matter onto the magnetic pole of the WD. Doppler maps of the He II line, which consists of two components, testify that the ionized gas is not emitting from areas and spots associated with the accretion disk or streams proper to ordinary polars. This has been observed already in compact binaries comprised of an MWD and an M-type star (Parsons et al. 2013 ) for which the prepolar phenomenon is well established. However, significant differences may appear if the binary contains an earlier spectral-type donor star.
These differences are related to the fact that a more massive donor star has a large convective envelope with an intense chromospheric activity, has a higher-rate stellar wind, and is prone to evolution in a Hubble time, unlike M-dwarf companions. The separation of the binary is also larger, and the mass ratio is reversed (as compared to pre-polars with M components or CVs), making the Roche lobe of the donor star much bigger than the size of a main-sequence star and hence providing a long time for evolution until the binary becomes semidetached.
There is a lack of knowledge regarding stellar winds in general and their dependence on rotational velocity due to the large spread in rotation rates of isolated stars at young ages. However, the latest models predict that the mass-loss rate due to the stellar wind depends moderately on the mass of low-mass stars, and more significantly on the rotational velocity (Johnstone et al. 2015 , and references therein). Most of the observational studies of mass loss by stars of solar mass and below presume that the rotation slows down because of magnetic braking and the diminishing stellar wind. Wood et al. (2002) estimated that at younger ages, the solar wind may have been as much as 10 3 times stronger. This enables a steep increase of the mass-loss rate estimate from the fast-rotating donor star in V1082 Sgr compared to identical single stars. Chromospheric activity and a larger surface area can further fuel the mass loss. The mass-loss rate appears to depend on the X-ray surface flux as a power law (Wood et al. 2002) .
The X-ray flux from V1082 Sgr in the minimum is probably due to the donor star, while the accretion on the WD is halted. The flux matches an upper limit observed from similar magnetically active stars. Thus, all prerequisites exist to expect a mass accretion rate a few orders higher than that in pre-polars with an M-star companion.
Another thorny issue is how a mass loss from the donor star converts into the mass accretion on the WD. Cohen et al. (2012) demonstrated that matter lost through the stellar wind will not always find its way to the WD. There are configurations in which all the wind can effectively siphon to the MWD. Curiously, such configurations require antialigned and require rather modest magnetic fields. However, it is still incomprehensible how the accretion rate reaches an estimated 2 × 10 −9 M ⊙ yr −1 (Bernardini et al. 2013 ) in V1082 Sgr. With the Gaia distance, this rate is 1.3 times less, but is still of the same order. The accretion is not continuous, however. It is regularly interrupted by deep minima states where there is no evidence of accretion at all. We speculate that the cessation of accretion is related to the broken magnetic coupling. The deep minima last only a few orbital periods, then the accretion is restored.
Such a high accretion rate exceeding that of an ordinary CVs is unusual and raises questions about how it will affect the evolution of the binary system. The excess nitrogen abundance probably indicates that V1082 Sgr has formed from massive progenitors and underwent an episode of thermal time-scale mass transfer, as was pointed out by Bernardini et al. (2013, and references therein) .
We found independent observational evidence suggesting that V1082 Sgr is a detached binary containing a slightly evolved early-K star. If this proposition is correct, we see no alternative to the magnetic coupling as the means of transferring matter and angular momentum from the donor to an MWD. This object corroborates the existence of pre-polars with earlier spectral-type donor stars. It offers an explanation as to why magnetic systems are not found in the search for detached WD+FGK detached binaries (Parsons et al. 2016; Rebassa-Mansergas et al. 2017 ). Yet the object presents certain challenges. It is necessary to estimate the magnetic field strength of the WD and its temperature and mass directly by UV observations. Furthermore, it is necessary to calculate possible evolution scenarios in conditions of a high mass transfer rate while the system is still detached and where it will evolve. This paper has made use of data obtained from the ESO Science Archive Facility under request numbers 360705, 360734, 361117, and 360635. This work has made use of data from the European Space Agency (ESA) mission Gaia (https://www.cosmos.esa.int/gaia), processed by the Gaia Data Processing and Analysis Consortium (DPAC). Funding for the DPAC has been provided by national institutions, in particular the institutions participating in the Gaia Multilateral Agreement. DGB is grateful to CONACyT for grants allowing his postgraduate studies. M-SH thanks CONICYT-PFCHA/Doctorado Nacional/ 2017-21170070, and JVHS is supported by a Vidi grant awarded to N. Degenaar by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO). GT and SZ acknowledge PAPIIT grants IN108316/IN-100617 and CONACyT grant 166376.
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